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I.
IMTRODUCTIOH
Progressive educational systems are, at present, very-
much concerned with the subject of supervision, executives
are giving the matter much attention because the increasing
complexity of organization is emphasizing the need of sup-
ervision for the promotion and maintainance of a satisfac-
tory teaching program; teacners are interested in it because
the teaching program is, in turn, dependent upon the ideals
and goals of those who supervise. Courtis says that " super-
vision arose as a specialized phase of executive action". (I)
recognition of this interest is seen in the fact that
The national Conference on educational Method found its in-
terests so closely concerned with supervision that in 1928
it voted a change of name and is nov/ known as The National
Conference of Supervisors and Directors of Instruction. The
two yearbooks published by this association, one before the
change of name, and one after, are devoted entirely to the
subject of supervision and make available many of the stud-
ies being made in various parts of the country.
"nn examination of the official staff of workers con-
nected with public education in the United States reveals
the fact that a considerable number of them devote all or
(l) S. A. Courtis, Journal of Hiducationa.1 method, May 1928
page 346.
Ir
\
parts of their time to the supervision of instruction.
Some of these supeivising officers are state officers, and
still others in greater numbers are local or city officers.
"
(
Llany art teachers may regard the subject of supervision
in art education as one hardly needing any further exposi-
tion, because the art schools are, and alv/ays have been ,
giving courses on supervision, so that practically all art
teacners have trainee for supervision and many have engaged
in that branch of the work. It would be well to note here,
that the position of supervisor in many branches, is usually
attained only after service in the ranks of the classroom
teacners, while in art, the beginning teacher is more apt
to start as a supervisor in a small town than as a. classroom
teacner, because only the larger places need special sub-
ject teachers for single buildings.
Supervisors of art have been a part of the school or-
ganization ever since the introduction of the subject into
the curriculum . ''beginning about 1570 a number oi new sub-
jects, inducting music, drawing, manual training, anu home
economics, were forced into one curriculum by social pres-
sure. As neither the superintendent nor one regular teach-
ers were ordinarily prepaied to administer instruction in
the new subjects,- it was necessary to place them in the
hands of specialists, i'he new subjects became icno»«n as
special subjects, ano. were taught either by special teach-
(i)Ayer, i>'red C,,,The Rise of bupervision, First Yearbook,
national Conference on educational Method, 1928 ,?age 3.
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ers or by regular teachers with the assistance and undei the
general supervision of an expert, who soon came to be known
as the general supervisor. In due course, of time, particu-
larly in the larger cities, the problems of methodology and
subject matter in connection with the special subjects be-
came so important that special administrative departments
were organized and placed in charge of a head official,
usually bearing either the title of "Supervisor 1 or that of
'Director 1 . A number of other subjects in addition to music
and drawing have come to be known as special subjects." (I)
Thus art teachers belong to that group who have always
been concerned with supervision, and yet, this new interest
in it, and the very widespread concern of educators as to
the technique of supervision, will affect these teachers of
special subjects as much, if not more, than those of the so-
called regular subjects.
An art teacher's concept of the ideals and duties of
supervision will undoubtedly undergo many changes because
of the contributions being made by the ni2,ny investigations
and experiments which the new interest is fostering. ^,very
branch of education seems to be affected.
But, are the art teachers as keenly interested in this
new development as the leaders in other subjects? If so,
it would be expected that evidence of it would appear in the
(I) Ayer, Jred C. , The Rise of Supervision, First Yearbook,
National Conference on educational Method, 1928, page 13.
*
magazine which deals exclusively with art for schools -- the
School ^rts Magazine. A search through the index of articles
in the issues of the past five years yields this result:
Sept. 1924
to
June I92o
Sept. I92o
to
June I92b
Sept. 1926
to
June 1927
One article dealing with supervision. (Ij
It is descriptive only, and bea.rs little re-
lation to the problem "being considered here.
One article dealing with supervision. ( 2)
It deals only with the matter of ordering
equipment and supplies.
Ho article dealing with supervision.
Sept. 1927
to
June 1923
One article dealing with supervision. (3)
Sept. 1928
to
June 1929
No article dealing with supervision.
(1) Bates, Waldo T« Jr., The Preparation of the Art Teacher
and Supervisor in Pennsylvania. School Arts Maga-
zine, May I92b. pp 549 - -52.
(2) Stauffer, Mabel R., Equipment for Drawing and Construc-
tive Design the Supervisor's Task. School Arts
Magazine, June I92o. pp oIO - oI2.
(3) T.7adsworth, Beulah M. , A Good Supervisor of Art. School
Arts Magazine, i»ov. 1927. pp 139 - I9U.

A sirailiar inspection of the volumes of the Proceedings
of the eastern Arts Association Convention for the same years
yielded no report of any address upon supervision. Thus, al-
though supervision is general in the field of art education,
there is no noticeable increase of interest in the new phases
of the subject, if we are to judge "by these representative
publications. This need not be taken to mean a lack of inter
est in supervision as a subject, but may indicate an attitude
of taking-it-for-granted, or possibly of satisfaction with
existing conditions. Or, it may even indicate an un-aware-
ness of any particular change in the attitude of educators
toward this phase of school administration.
But even if art teachers in general do not appear to
be active in this movement, some are very much a.live to the
fact that this era of disconcerting changes in school ad-
ministration and teaching is affecting the subject of art
along with all others. Some are even sounding a warning,
as is i£iss Catherine G. Saunders, in an article "Wake Up
Educators", (I) in which she protests the ignoring of art
teachers and art teaching by schools and associations.
Such an article seems amply warranted by the present in-
frequency of articles upon art in many of the leading edu-
cational magazines^, and the scant mention or the entire
absence of reference to art in otherwise comprehensive books
on educational topics.
II) The School Arts Magazine, Oct. 1923. jo.€3- 84-

Fortunately, however, some leaders are awake to the
needs. One of the best evidences is a small but compre-
hensive volume "The Business of Teaching and Supervising
the Ar -fcS !', by G. Valentin^ x^irby.
Since publications furnish so little material to one
interested in this particular field, it appeared o.aao a
direct investigacion of present practices woula yield infor
mation indicative of what the needs are, and in some meas-
ure answer such questions as:
Is a study of supervision really needed in the field
of art education?
Is supervision in art education keeping pace with that
in other fields?
Do state directors and other leaders in art education
need to give more attention to the development of good sup-
ervisory practices?
•(
II.
PREPAEATlOB Q$ ^JsuS'jH IOUAIRE •
The first question as stated in tne Introauct ion, is
the one which seems to be of greatest importance, -- is a
study of supervision really neeaed in tne field of art edu-
cation? Belief that it is needed seemed to be confirmed by
the scarcity of published articles upon it, as already noted
but as this condition might arise from several causes, it
seemed desirable to seel: some more reliable source of infor-
mation.
Current practices within a given territory, combined
with the opinions of the people responsible for these prac-
tices, might offer the best basis for an answer to such a
question. It v/as decided that Massachusetts would De a gojd
territory for such an investigation; more than a natural in
terest m one's home soaue contributed oo this decision, for
iiassacnasctts is one o± one states which has long had super-
visors of art, and the first state to establish and maintain
a normal art school for the training of art teachers ana sup
ervisors. It is also one of the few states having a state
Director of Art niducation. All things considered, naassachu-
setts seemed a most excellent field for investigation.
A questionai re seemed the only way of collecting the
needed information, and so, even in face of popular disap-
proval of such bothersome documents, a questionai re was
prepared.
i(
The aim was to make it as comprehensive as possiole,
buo still hi.ve it concise ana easy oo answer. The wiae
variety of people to whom it would, be sent made it neces-
sary to taice particular care upon certain points such as
freeaom from technicalities and current popular educational
lingo which might be misunderstood by some; adaptation to
places varying from the rural community to the larger cities
such as Boston and Springfield; simplicity of questions,
which would, in so far as possible, elicit straightforward
answers; and avoidance of such questions as would suggest
any given type of answer.
The grouping into four main topics with their various
sub-divisions was used both for purposes of classification
and to avoid the formidable appearance of consecutive number-
ing of the entire thirty-two questions.
The final sentence "Additional comments or information
pertaining to this field will be very welcome" , was includ-
ed in the hope that tnose who might find no place in the
preceding questions for some personal ponnt of view , would
use tnis as- a consoling chance for self-expression; such an
expression might also yield valuable bits or information
which would otnerwise be overlooked.
At tnis stage it was quite desirable to know if such
a questionaire duplicated any work recently done, eitner
by the State Department, of education, or by students at
the .wiassachusetts School of Art. a conference with Mr,
Royal B. Farnum, Director of Art for the Gomnonwealtb of

Massachusetts, proved that such was not the case. Mr. ?arn-
uni was very much interested in such a study and believed that
it would contain much of value "both to the state department
and to the Art School. He was so convinced of this worth
that he offered to allow the questionaire to go out in his
name as an official inquiry. This would, of course, in-
crease reliability and scope by assuring a better return.
In its new role, as an official inquiry, a few changes
seemed necessary, such as rewording a few questions to better
fit their present use, and the addition of a few more, of
particular value to Mr. Parnum, such as those pertaining to
transportation and office hours.
In mailing, effort was made to reach every person known
to be supervising art in the state. Returns from such a
group would probably ansv/er, locally at least, the question
which occasioned the preparation of the questionaire, name-
ly, "Is a study of supervision really needed in the field
of art education?"
A copy of the questionaire is given on the next page.
These sheets, as returned , have been arranged in al-
phabetical order by the names of the supervisors, and are
to be placed on file in Mr. Jarnum' s office for future use
and reference. with them will be filed also the informa-
tion which they have yielded as set forth in the remainder
of this study.
The courses of study, bulletins etc., sent in by the

survey OF
SUPERVISION OF AST EDUCATION IN MASSACHUSETTS*
I. STAFF.
1. What is your official title as head of art education in your
c i ty or town?
2. (a) Bo you nave charge of work in more than one town?,,
( b ) If so . please lis t fc.ll© towns * a..*...-.*.**. „
( c ) and the amount of tine devoted to each. * .
.
(d) What provision is made for your transportation' & 9 •
3. (a) Do you teach in the high school?
( b ) What proportion of t:l ::.;.?? .. » . , , . , , ,
4* ( a) Are there others who assist you in supervisory duties'
( b ) If so, how many? , . , .. , .
(c) What are their rianes and ti ties? , . . . - „
II. VISITS.
1. How often does a supervisor visit each teacher?. ,...„
2
„
Does the supervisor -
°°
(a), teach the class every tine?..-,.
[ Dj| teaen the class only occasionally? k .
, ..<.,.
5. For what linngs, other than teaching, does ' the ' supervisor
use tne visit? , , .,.,„*,,....
4. meze tne supervisor is not the teacher in the high school,
does he supervise those who teach taerev
.
Ill
. MESTTIS^S. ~ '
**********
Icla.ijjo you hold teachers' meetings ,
i b i How often?
2, now are the grades grouped for These meeting
3. i'or wnct is bhe meeting time used r .....
4. Vvhat part do the teachers take in bhe meetings?,-.,...*.'!.'
5. Does the supervisor have conferences with indh vidua!
. ......
xeachers in addition to the visits arid meetings? ........
6. (a) Does the supervisor have office hours'?
( b ) When-? *
*
IV. COURSES OF STUDY;
1. Are grade teachers supplied with outline of art lessons?
2. Is there an outline for high school ?,.„.,.....,.
3. How often are the outlines changed oc revised? 1*'t
*.*
\\ MI"
*
4. What is the date of the last issue?
SLx Are^ t.lip t.m a r "hr.,-,-. o oc-V«/J + ~ ^u=. - . -- 1 - •
» .

supervisors will also be filed, and it is greatly hoped that
these may form the nucleus of a permanent collection of such
material for further research work in connection with state
supervision.

Ill
.
MPLA2MI0N OP Q.UESTIOMIBE.
A "brief description of why the questionaire contains
the items selected may help to make it clearer and to pre-
pare the way for an interpretation of the returns.
( I ) STAFF .
I. Titles, classifications, and distribution of time
are, of course, not items of greatest importance in the mat-
ter of supervision, hut they may show changes in customs
and the influence of educational movements.
Formerly the most common title for teachers in positions
corresponding to these would have been "supervisor of drawing 11
Then came the enlargement of the activities carried on in the
time allotted to ''drawing 11 ; hand work became popular, with
design a necessary accompaniment; picture study and history
of art were introduced; art appreciation attained widespread
popularity; and the practical application of art to homes,
clothes and merchandise brought the subject into a field too
broad to be described simply as drawing, Although no long-
er an adequate descriptive, the name drawing has been re-
tained in many places, but in many more it has been replaced
by the more genera.1 term of art or of art education.
With the change in the name of the subject, has come a
change in the titles of those who teach it 5 but with no gen-
eral agreement as to the most appropriate designation. As
many communities desire to do what others are doing, the
discovery of the customs in this matter of title might be of
((
interest to indicate present tendencies and possible forms.
It was hoped that the returns would indicate some general
tendency.
2. i^any rural communities would "be unable to obtain
the services of an adequately trained art teacher unless it
were possible to hire one for part time only. Thus the in-
clusion of two or more towns in a supervisor's schedule is
indicative of the efforts of the smaller school systems to
meet the needs of their pupils. Returns upon this question
would be of most interest to those concerned with supervision
as related to the state program.
Transportation is another item inserted for the use of
Mr. tfarnum, and having bearing on the financial side of the
work rather than on the particular phases with which this
study is concerned.
3. In rural sections the art teacher has charge of all
the art work, which often means that a rather large propor-
tion of her time is devoted to actual classroom teaching in
the upper grades, rather than in supervision. The list of
titles indicate that some places endeavor to recognize this
fact. The returns to such questions as these dealing with
the high school part of the work should give some informa-
tion as to the relative importance m the art supervisor's
work of actual supervisory duties as contrasted with those
of classroom tea-ching. Answers to these would also need
to be considered in connection with those relating to teach-
ing during visits to the grades.
4.
4. Enumeration of those who assist would be of great-
est value in making up lists of all art teachers in the state,
and would give here very little beyond the fact that certain
communities are large enough to require more than one super-
visor of art.
(II) VISITS,
1. The frequency with which a supervisor visits eacn
teacner gives a good indication of i,he type of supervision
being carried, on; the more frequent the visits the more in-
timate the relationships and the more probable that the
"supervisor" is largely a "special teacher".
Any consideration of such a question must of course,
take into consideration the facts which Mr. Kirby (I) points
out, "The size of the district, the number of schools to be
visited, their accessibility and geographical location, the
number of teachers to be visited in each building, must all
be taken into consideration; and the frequency and length
of visits, together with the amount of teacning which the
supervisor may reasonably do, is determined oy one conditions
imposed.
"
2. To find out, also, the proportion of time when the
supervisor does teach on her visits, would give much infor-
mation upon the service being rendered. There is much dif-
ference of opinion upon the matter of teaching visits; a
(I) Kirby, G. Valentine, The 3usiness of Teaching and Sup-
ervising the Arts. p. 8.
(<0
report of present customs may point out tendencies and pos-
sible neeus in the supervisory training program.
3. The most important issues in the matter of supervi-
sion center upon the use of tne visit, so that returns upon
this question are of the greatest importance in a stuay of
this kind, ana will be rendered in detail.
4. whether or not one person has complete control of
the art ?/ork of a community would be of particular interest
in further work upon the subject of courses of study with
the attendant need of defining goals. The condition in
this respect might indicate whether or not art educators
should oe giving more attention to continuity of subject
matter and of methods*
(III ) KB^TIlffGS.
1-3. Teachers' meetings are regarded by many as an
important part of supervisory practice, by others as an ex-
tra burden; their use in this field may indicate something
of the attitude of the supervisors toward the pooling of
information and the raising of professional standards.
Some writers state that even those engaged in the work
of supervision seem to be giving little attention to the
real issues. D. Armentrout (I; states that question-
aires sent to 100 such in Mew Jersey orou^ht replies which
in no case rei'erred to " fundamental aims and iaeals of ed-
ucation." even the teachers' meetings ana personal con-
Armentrout
,
W. s).
,
Supervision and educational Aims, Jour-
nal of educational method, March 1923
, pp 272 - 281.

ferences dealt largely with devices and general instructions.
4. To obtain a cross section of the part teachers take
in their meetings would show much in regard to the supervis-
ors' attitude toward teacher-participation and the io.eal of
co-operative supervision.
5-6. The individual conference during office hours
or otherwise is used so widely as a means of instruction
and help that the prevailing custom in this respect might
offer helpful suggestions.
(IV) COUBSES OF STUDY;
1-4. Inspection of art courses of study from various
parts of the country reveals a wide variation of practice
both in the selection of subject matter, and the method of
its presentation to the pupils. Since this is an era of
change in school standards it is natural that wide differ-
ences of practice should be evident in this matter of courses
At the present time there is no adequate file of courses for
Massachusetts and one important result of these returns will
be the starting of such a file for furthei research and ref-
erence. Once started, this file would prove not only a bas-
is of comparison, but in some esses an incentive because of
the possibility of these compaiisons, and a means of ac-
quainting many with the best practices in use in the terri-
tory.
5. In this particular study, the participation of the
teachers in the preparation of tht outline is a very import-
ant part of this topic for it would be indicative of the
(t
type of supervision.
"Within a decade there has been an adva.nce in American
education of truly marvelous proportions. Perhaps nothing
has contributed more to this advance than teacher-participa-
tion - the ideal that the entire profession and not merely
a smaller group within it shall determine educational pol-
icy and practice." (I)
In the modern schoolroom it is considered most desir-
able that the pupils develop the ability to share in the
responsibility for their work as well as their conduct. If
this is one of the ideals for the children, supervisory of-
ficers should certainly provide an opportunity for the teach-
ers to develop the same attitude -- mutual responsibility
for schoolroom conditions. With teachers as with pupils,
growth will come only through parti cip3,tion, not from sup-
erimposed theories and methods. This point of view is well
"brought out by Miss Mugan in an article on co-operative sup-
ervision. (2)
(V) TILgj THREE MOST IMPORTAST DUTIES Oh' AiJ ART SUPERVISOR.
It was felt that an expression of opinion would reveal
many things about supervision in Massachusetts. Are the
supervisors in general agreement? Are their aims and ideals
in harmony with the newer developments in the educational
field? Y/hat topics would be desirable for the consideration
(1) Editorial in National Educational Association Journal
January 1929. \>. ig>
(2) Mugan, Mary S., Co-operative Supervision, Journal of
ii-ducational Method, Dec. 1922
, pp 140 - 145
c
of the Mass. Art Teachers 'Association? Are the supervisors
thinking in terms of educational values or merely regarding
their work from a personal standpoint? Are they willing to
contribute to inquiries which may help the cause of art ed-
ucation? If such a preliminary study as this could loce^te
the possible problems facing such a group of people it might
render a worthwhile service, for, should it be extended in
the future, some of the returns might be used as the start-
ing point for further investigation and evaluation of ob-
jectives .

IV.
RESULTS OF QUESTIONAIRE
TABULATIONS.
GENERAL INFORMATION.
Number of questionaires sent out: Returned
Men 17 10
Women 159 77
Total .... 176 87
Number of cities and towns on State Department of Edu-
cation mailing list,
With a supervisor recorded .... 253
Without a supervisor recorded ... 45
Total 301
n
These numbers will show that 176 supervisors have charge
of art education in 256 cities and towns.

I. STAFF.
1
.
"iThat is your official title as head of art edu-
cation in your city or town?
Tabulation of answers .
Supervisor of Drawing 24
Supervisor of Art 13
Art Supervisor 13
Drawing Supervisor 9
Supervisor 4
Art Director 3
Director of Drawing 2
Supervisor in the Grades 1
Assistant Supervisor of Art 1
Supervisor of Arts 1
Supervisor of Music and Drawing .... 1
Supervisor of Art and Elementary Handwork . 1
Supervisor of Drawing and Manual Training 1
Director of Art 1
Director of Art Education 1
Director of Art Department 1
Director of Manual Arts 1
Director of Art in Elementary Schools . . 1
Director of Industrial Art 1
Drawing Director . 1
Supervisor of Drawing in the Grades ... 1
Drawing Teacher and Supervisor .... 1
Supervisor and High School Instructor . . 1
Supervisor and Teacher of Art 1 Total 97
Special Teacher of Drawing, Elementary Grades 1
Teacher of Art 1
cI
I
2 . ( a ) Do you have charge of work in mor e than one tovm?
(b ) If so, please list the towns
( c ) and the amount of time devoted to each.
Tabulation of answers.
The 87 supervisors who returned the questionaire
have charge of art education in 117 sities and towns
as follows:
Men Women Total
One supervisor for 1 city or town 7 58 S5
it tt ii 2 towns 1 10 11
Tt II IT 3 2 4 6
n tr tt 4 3 3
tt if tl 5 " 2 2
Total 10 77 87
The answers to
little of value to
(c) were very indefinite and yielded
this study.

(d) '.That provision ie made for your transportation?
Tabulation of answers.
Entire transportation furnished ... 10
Part of transportation furnished ... 14
No provision made for transportation . . 39
Unclassified answers ......
Number who did not answer .... 21
Total 87
3 . ( a ) Do you teach in the high school ?
Tabulation of answers.
Yo g • • • • • • 50
No 33
Not answered . 1
No high school in town 3
Total . . . i . 87
( b ) What proportion of time ?
The answers to this are so expressed
that many are meaningless; they have no
value to this study.

4
. ( a ) Are there others who assist you in supervisory
duties ?
Tabulation of answers.
Yes 17
No 61
Not answered ... 7
Answers not clear . . 2
(b ) If so, how many?
Tabulation of answers.
Total 37
One assistant ... 15
Four assistants
Total 17
( c ) What are their names and titles?
These answers are of value only for
mailing lists, etc.
<I
II. VISITS
1 . How often doe s a supervisor visit each teacher ?
The unit of time used in answering this question
varied from a week to a year; as the "year" may vary
slightly in different school systems, the tabulations
of this can not be absolutely accurate.
Tabulation of answers.
Once in 1 week
2 weekstt if
tt tt
tt tt
tf tt
3
4
5
Alternating schedules or
irregular combinations
15
36
11
8
4
1
12
Total 87

I2. Does the supervisor
(a ) teach the class every time ?
(b ) teach the class only occasionally?
A number of the answers contained words modifying
the two ideas presented so that a "yes" and "no" report
would not give- an adequate idea of the returns. Under
the term "usually" have been included several words
used to mean practically the same thing.
Tabulation of answers.
Every time
Usually
Occasionally .
About one half time
Demonstration only
Answers not clear
60
17
P>
1
1
Total 37
cI
3 . For what things, other than teaching, does the
Supervisor use the visit? '
Slight variations of expression have made it necessary
to group the replies which seera to have a common idea
under the most expressive phrase.
Tabulation of answers.
Examine work done .... 28
Give directions for new work . 28
Help with difficulties ... 14
Give suggestions . . 13
Criticise or comment ...
Instruct teacher .... 4
Observation 4
Conference with teacher ... 4
Check up on what teacher has done 4
Mark papers ...... 2
attend to supplies .... 2
Encourage teacher 1
Stimulate art interest 1
Help with school activities . . 1
Make large drawings 1
Criticise home work 1
Art talks ....... 1
Demonstrate ...... 1
Receive suggestions 1
Select work for exhibition . . 1
Nothing . ...... 2
Not answered . . . . . 8
Q
4. Where the supervisor is not the teacher in the
high school, do e s he supervise those who
teach there?
The answers to this appear to have no value in this
study
.
1
'J
III. MEETINGS.
1 . ( a ) Do you hold teachers' meetings?
Tabulation of answers .
Yes 41
No 46
Total 87
(b) How often?
Tabulation of answers.
When needed ... 13
Occasionally ...
One or two a year . 5
Three or four & year . 3
Very seldom ...
Bi-monthly ... 2
Every six months . . 1
Two or three a year . 1
Two to five a year . 1
Tri-monthly ... 1
Monthly .... 1
One in three weeks . 1
Every time in building 1
Not clear ... 1
Total .... 41
c4
2 * How are the grades grouped for these meetings?
Tabulation of answers.
Separate grades 10
Groups of two grades
1-2,3-4, 5-6 6
Groups of three grades
1-3, 4-5, 7-9 5
Primary, 1-4 and
Grammar, 5-5 or 5-8 .... 5
One group, all grades .... 6
Groups varying at different times 3
For drawing teachers only ... 1
Not answered ...... 4
Total

3 . For what is the meeting time used?
In classifying these answers it has been
necessary to simplify the wording for the
purpose of grouping similiar ideas.
Tabulation of answers.
Presentation or explanation of new work . . '22
Talking over or discussing work .... 17
Exhibitions of work 4
Explaining or demonstrating methods ... 3
Criticising or calling attention to errors • 2
Distribution of outlines 1
Distribution of materials ..... 1
Working out problems ....... 1
Planning 1
Convention reports ....... 1
Interpreting principles of education ... 1
General topics . . . . . . . . 1
Not answered ... ... . . 1
Of the 41 supervisors who have teachers 1 meetings,
40 answered this question and noted 55 items for
which the meeting time is used.

4
.
what part do the teachers take in the meetings?
Tabulation of answers.
Discussion 13
Ask questions 13
Try out new lesson ideas .... 10
Take notes 5
Bring in examples of work ... 5
Listen ........ 2
Answer questions ...... 2
Make reports 2
xJxchango new ideas .....
Describe methods or projects ... . 2
Take no part ....... 2
May discuss- at any time ..... 1
Offer suggestions ..... 1
— jcI fc ••• #••••« 1
Total No. of ite s 61
Of the 41 supervisors who have teachers' meetings,
57 answered this question, putting down the 61 itoms
as noted above.
<
5. Does the supervisor have conferences with indi-
vidual teachers in addition to the visits and
meetings ?
Tabulation of answers.
X 953 • • • • «
7/hen needed . . ,
7
Not answered 17
Total 87
6. (a) Does the supervisor have office
Tabulation of answers.
Y 6 s • • . • * 23
51
Not answered 13
Total .... 37
(b) When?
These answers were indefinite and have
no bearing upon this study.

IV. COURSES OP STUDY.
1 . Are grade teachers sun-plied with an outline of
art lessons?
Tabulation of answers .
Yes 80
No 3
Not answered ... 4
Total ..... 87
2 . Is there a,n outline for hi~h school?
Yes 36
No 24
Answer not clear . . 2
Not answered ... 25
Total 87
r
3. How often are the outlines changed or revised?
Tabulation of answers.
Once a month . 7
Once in two months . 4
Some changes every year . . 13
Once a year .... 27
When needed .... 3
Once in 2 or 3 years . . 7
Every few years ... 1
Once in 4 or 5 years • . 1
Once in 11 years ... 1
Not answered .... 18
Total ....... 87
4. What i3 the date of the last issue?
Tabulation of answers.
1928-9 49
1927 . . . ... 2
1926 2
1925 3
Not known ..... 2
Not answered ..... 29
Total 87

5. Are the teachers asked to do any work in connection
with the making of the outline ?
Tabulation of answers.
Yes 16
Suggestions received .... 9
Suggestions for correlation . . 4
Consulted ....... 3
i No 48
Not answered ...... 7
Total 87
» Of those who answered "no" there were 10 who added
some modifying phrase such as "suggestions used" or
"except for projects".
6 • If possible, please enclose copies of the outlines .
Tabulation of answers. (See 7. (a"1 )
7 . Are there any bulletins, circulars, etc. issued in
addition to the outlines?
Tabulation of answers,
Yes 30
No 32
Not answered .... 25
Total 87
(a ) If so, -please enclose copies .
Note
.
There appears to be such a wide difference of
opinion as to what constitutes a "bulletin" or an "outline"
that they have been combined. 24 sent enclosures, and
63 did not.

PLEASE GIVE BELOW V^L-.T YOU COKSIDER TO BE THE THREE
MOST IMPORTANT DUTIES OF AN ART SUPERVISOR .
EXPLANATION OF TABULATIONS.
Where replies have been very similiar in meaning
they have been grouped under what seems a representative
wording. Comparisons can be made with the exact answers
which are given on the following pages under the headings
used in the tables.
The order of topics used in the first tabulation was
determined by their standing in the first choices, or,
when not given as a first, by their standing in the sec-
ond choice.
The order of topics used in the second tabulation
was obtained by weighting — a first choice being valued
as 3 , a second choice as 2 , and a third choice as 1 .
ci
THE THRIVE MOST IMPORTANT DUTIES OP AN ART SUPERVISOR.
Tabulation of answers. No. 1.
r
>»
M
I
5
§
I
*
1. To create or to further develop, interest
-1
13
h
in beauty , art , or art education. . 20 12 10 42
2. To outline or plan the art work. . 15 7 5 27
3. To help and instruct the teachers. 10 16 6 32
4. To be a source of inspiration. 9 1 g 19
5. To aid in the development of child 4 3 2 9
6. To develop child's creative ability- 4 2
7. To have visits regular and frequent 4 1 2 7
8. To give demonstration and model lessons 4 1 5
9. To promote a spirit of co-operation 10 19
10. To keep up to date ...... 2 5 9
11. To 1 5 1 7
12. To supervise ........ 1 1
13. To cultivate a cheerful disposition
>
1 2
14. To establish and maintain standards of work 7 16
15. To promote the training of taAented pupils 1 5
13 • To supply reference material .... 2 2
17. io demonstrate u, knowledge of art 1 8 9
18. To give attention to s elf- improve'.'' en
t
R g
19
.
To promote art as a social force . 1 1
20. To understand the teachors' work . : 1 1
21. To order supplies ...... 1 1
22. To be economical ....... 1 1
78 78 76 232
Note. Two papers lacked a third statement
<
THE THREE MOST IMPORTANT DUTIES OP THE ART SUPERVISOR.
Tabulation of answers . No, 2 .
".Teighted values .
l< To create or to further develop, interest
in beauty, art, or art education
2. To help and instruct the teachers
3. To outline or plan the art work
4. To be a source of inspiration
5. To promote a spirit of co-operation .
3. To establish and maintain standards of work
7. To develop child's creative ability .
3. To aid in the development of the child
9. To have visits regular and frequent .
. To keep up to date ......
1. To give demonstration or model lessons
2. To teach
3. To supervise .......
x. To demonstrate a knowledge of art
5. To cultivate a cheerful disposition .
6. To promote the training of talented pupils
7. To give attention to self-improvement
3. To supply reference material .
9. To promote art as a, social force
0. To understand the teachers' work
1. To order supplies ....
2. To be economical ....

EXACT ANS'.VEriS A3 GIVEN FOR
THE THREE :.IOST IMPORTANT DUTIES OF THE ART SUPERVISOR .
The answers which have been classified under the heading
1 . 10 create or to further develop,- interest in beauty, art
,
or art education, arc as follows :
By those who placed it as a first choice:
(1) Cultivation of an aesthetic taste and discrimination
(2) To exert an artful influence on both teachers and
pupils
.
(3) To interest the pupil, teacher and town in Art work.
(4) To teach an appreciation of all that is beautiful
around us
.
(5) To make art of interest and vital in the study of
other subjects.
(6) To convince the Superintendent that Art is a "reg-
ular" subject.
(7) Make her subject attractive.
(8) To help the children see and appreciate beauty.
(9) To create a 1ov-j for art in the minds of students.
(10) Sell art in general to the school boards and sup-
erintendents.
(11) To help the teachers put beauty in as much of their
work as possible.
(12) Create or stimulate art interests - teachers, stu-
dents and parents.
(13) To inspire a feeling of art among pupils, teachers,
and the community in general.
c<
(14) To create enthusiasm among the teachers and Dupils
to know more of art.
(5) Within the school system, to reveal to teachers and
principals the usefulness of art as a general school sub-
ject in the curriculum.
(16) Impressing upon a community the importance of art
and its principles as related to "Everyday Art" whenever
an opportunity avails itself.
(17) To maintain or create a liking and respect for
drawing as a serious study, very exacting in its demands
upon time and attention.
(18) To give inspiration and enlightenment to pupils,
teachers and all school authorities on Art Education.
(19) Inspire teachers and pupils to appreciate and
create the beautiful.
(20) To make every teacher, parent or resident of the
city feel that Art Education is of real importance.
By those who -placed it as a second choice !
(1) Impress upon teachers the fact that art is im-
portant .
(2) To stimulate enthusiasm and interest in Art Ed-
ucation.
(5) To train the pupils to appreciate the beauty in
all things.
(4) To build an appreciation of art in relation to
life.

(5) To help convey the sense of "beauty to every one -
to appreciate it.
(6) To "sell the subject" i. ©. create interest and
enthusiasm.
(7) To make both teachers and pupils look for beauty
in all things.
(3) To show them beauty in all things.
(9 ) To educate the community to the meaning and value
of art in our lives.
( 10 ) To build high standards of taste in the communi-
ty, in return for his (her) own special training.
(11) To help youth to appreciate things beautiful so
that they may apply their love of beauty in the making
of better homes, better citizens, and a fuller appre-
ciation of the beauties of nature surrounding us.
(12) To study the children and plan lessons which in-
spire an admiration and affection for art, as well as a
realization of the usefulness of art.
By those who placed it as a third choice I
(1) To further the cause of art in everyday life.
(2) Cultivating an appreciation of the value of art
in life.
(3) To instill a love for beautiful things.
(4) To stimulate among the people a realization of th
value of art in education.

(5) To impress upon the public the practical as well
as the cultural value of art training.
(5) To aid both teachers and pupils to use and appre-
ciate art in as many ways as possible.
(7) To so train the eye that instinctively the children
will appreciate the best in all things.
(8) To develop in the schools and the community the
knowledge and value of art in everyday life.
(9 ) Through teachers and pupils to influence the com-
munity toward better understanding and appreciation of
beauty and order.
(10) Never forgetting the mass, but always using every
available source in showing the pupils and teachers the
ways and means of boauty in life by the use of the Art
Principles. Use very elastic outlines.
2. To help and instruct the teachers .
By those who -placed it as a first choice!
(1) To improve instruction.
(2) Help teachers with the art work.
(3) To #elp teachers teach drawing.
(4) To aid and instruct the teachers in their art
work.
(5) The teachers should have an understanding of art.
(6) To teach the teachers as well as the children.
(7) To help teachers improve in their teaching of art.
c
(8) To make my meaning clear to teachers and scholars.
(9) Teachers' meetings, conferences and demonstrations
regarding content, methods and achievements in art instru(
tion.
(10) To advise and help the teachers not only to work
in accordance with the specific outline, but to plan and
teach in accordance with the principles of modern art ed-
ucation.
By those who -placed it as a second choice .'
(1) Helpful criticisms.
(2) Lend a helping hand.
Aid teacher in teaching.
Helping the grade teacher.
Educate teachers along art processes.
Encouragement of both teachers and nupils.
To offer constructive suggestions encouragingly.
To help whenever needed.
To assist the teachers in presenting the work.
(10) To instruct the teachers and aid them in carry-
ing on the work.
(11) Faithful, helpful and friendly relations with
teachers and pupils.
(12) To assist art teachers and assistant supervisors
in their various problems.
(13) To keep before the teacher's mind that she is
teaching children, not adults.
(3
(4
(5
(6
(7
(8
(9

(14) To assist by teachers' meetings and personal
lessons. Success of same.
(15) To give all possible help to the teachers, and
help on the art 3ide of any school projects.
(16) To show teacher how to simplify every thing and
how to"put a lesson across".
By those who placed it as a third choice !
(1) Constructive criticism.
(2) To make the teaching clear and interesting to the
teacher.
(3) The making of helpful suggestions and the making
of constructive criticisms.
(4) To be ready with guidance and encouragement for
both teachers and pupils.
(5) Help, advise and suggest and make the most sinvnle
task one of order and beauty.
(6) To assist teachers in presenting subjects, co-op-
erate in using art in other work to form standards for
judging.
5. To outline or plan the art work.
By those who -olaced it as a first choice*.
V - . —
(1) Planning the work.
(2) Plan work for teachers.
(3) Provide course of study.

(4) Planning the course of study.
(5) To outline and supervise work.
(6) To plan and outline courses of art study.
(7) To prepare a good outline for the teachers.
(S) Provide a clear concise workable outline.
(9 ) Preparing an interesting, sane and v/orthy course
of study.
(10) To plan and encourage tho art work of schools.
(11) To plan courses which will improve standards.
(12) To plan a good course of study. Outlines for
teachers
.
(13) To plan a flexible course which may be adapted
to individual needs.
(14) Plan and be responsible for all art activities
in schools.
(15) To prepare or to interpret a course of study
for the teacher to present to the children.
By thos e who placed it as a second choice^
(1 ) To improve curricula.
(2) To plan an outline of work.
(3) Planning course of study.
(4) G-ive fundamental work in interesting way.
(5) Furnishing teachers with a definite outline from
which to work.
(6) To prepare helpful outlines and bulletins to
meet the needs of teachers and pupils.
(7) Present a practical and progressive course of
study which will develop appreciation and creative ex-
pression.

By those who plac ed it as a third choice .'
(1) Drawing programs very essential.
(2) To offer work that will have a practical value.
(3) To have interesting and nurposeful subject matter.
(4) To plan the course of study to best suit the needs
of town and pupils.
(5) To plan and supervise work suited to the grade,
the time allotment, and the teacher.
4. To be a source of inspiration .
By those who placed it as a first choice !
(1) Inspiring teaching force.
(2) To be an inspiration to teachers and pupils.
(3) Creating of enthusiasm by well taught lessons.
(4) To be enthusiastic and also business like.
(5) To be a source of inspiration and help to the
grade teacher.
(6) To give inspiration and sympathetic criticisms
to teacher and pupils.
(7) l.lake his visit something which the teacher and
pupil "looks forward" to.
(8) To be artistic in my point of view in my interests;
to be governed by principles of design and laws of beauty
in my dress, and in every thing I do; and to pass on to
teachers and pupils as much as I can of ray reverence for
beauty
.

(9 ) To inspire enthusiasm and develop Art interest in
all activities.
By the one who placed it as a second choice *.
(1) To make the work interesting.
By those who placed it as a third choice *.
(1) To inspire and lead teachers.
(2) Bring fresh enthusiasm to class room.
(3) To make the work very interesting.
(4) Be an inspiration! And help in every effort they
make toward artistic expression.
(5) To keep the children enthusiastic and happy in
their work.
(6) Inspire teachers and pupils with appreciation of
art and beauty.
(7) Give inspiration to teachers and children and
teach the love of beauty in all things.
(3) To be as helpful and inspirational as possible.
(9) To make the work attractive and practical so as
to hold the interest of teachers and pupils.
i
5 • To promote a spirit of co-operation .
3y those who placed it as a first choice !
(1) To develop co-operation
(2) Get co-operation of teachers.
(3) Co-operating with the teachers in oilier studies
of curriculum
.
By those who placed it as a second choice !
(1) Co-operate with teachers.
(2) Co-operation with teachers.
(3) Hilling co-operation with teacher.
(4) Gain the co-operation of her teachers.
(5) To be in close contact with assistants and teachers.
(6) Gain the good will and co-operation of teachers.
(7) To co-operate with town or city needs whenever
opportunity arises.
(8) To be approachable so that individual school proj-
ects can be worked out
(9 ) Demonstrate usefulness of Art by correlating with
school activities.
(10) Plan a course that correlates the art and other
subjects, thereby teaching the pupils to use the princi-
ples of art in everyday life.
By those who used it as a third choice!
" ———
—
(1) Conferences with principals.
(2) Keep on good terms with your teachers.

(3) A good worker with both teachers and puoils.
(4) Gaining and keeping the co-operation of the teachers.
(5) To correlate art with other school subjects and com-
munity interests.
(6) To co-operate with the teacher in every way possi-
ble to make drawing a live part of the school program.
6. To establish and maintain standards of work.
This was not offered as a first choice.
By those who placed it as a second choice :
(1) Clearly defined aim for art course.
(2) To see that outlines are followed.
(3) To keep the work to as high standard as possible.
(4) To see that the course is carried through.
(5) To know what each grade can accomplish in limited
time.
(6) To get good results that will prove ability for
practical results.
(7) To see that the work of the teacher is carried on
in sequence of order.
(8) To have something worth while to put over and make
it interesting.
(9) To make clear and definite to the teachers the aim
and object of the outlines.

By those who placed it as a third choice !
(1) Criticise and grade quality of past work.
(2) To uphold a standard of achievement.
(3) To have definite aims of accomplishment.
(4) To check the results in the drawing and all other
school work.
(5) Be certain that teachers give children the right
kind of art.
(6) To give her grade standard work (i. e. a grade 7
not a grade below lesson. )
(7) To make sure teachers understand what they arc to
teach, and see that it is done to the best of their sev-
eral abilities.
7 . To develop child's creative ability .
By those who placed it as a first choice *.
(1) To help develop the children's imagination.
(2) Ability to bring out the creative spirit of the
child.
(3) Not to teach her own ideas but help the child to
express theirs.
(4) To foster the love and ability for drawing which
most children have.
i
By tho se who -placed it as a se cond choice !
(1) Cultivation of creative ability.
(2) Developing the pupil's originality
.
(3) To develop imagination and creative expression
and observation.
By those who placed it as a third choice !
(1) To lead the child to express himself.
(2) Help them to express themselves by pictures they
draw - Teach them how to flraw what they see, feel and
imagine.
8 . To aid in the development of the child.
By those who placed it as a first choice*.
(1) To plan work that develops the child.
(2) To make the course of study of value to the pupil.
(3) To train the pupils to observe things more care-
fully.
(4) Presenting a type of worli that will hold the
child's interest.
By those who placed i + as a second choice!
(1) To help children to draw.
(2) To plan in such a way that the child is profited.

(3) To teach the average child to draw well. The
genius can always take care of himself.
By those who placed it as a third choice r
(1) To help the child's mind and body develop correctly
(2) To increase the efficiency of boys and girls in all
lines of work.
9 . To have visits regular and frequent.
3y those who placed it as a first choice"
(1) Visiting as scheduled.
(2) To be punctual and a credit to her profession.
(3) To visit each room as often as possible, giving
constructive help.
(4) To follow closely to her time schedule and see
that grades are keeping up to date in their outline.
By the one who placed it as second choice r
(1) Promptness as to time of arriving and departing.
By those who placed it as third choice :
(1) To be on time.
(2) Regular attendance, incessant work done with a con-
vincing and dynamic energy.
LIBRARY OF
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10 . To keep up to date.
By those who plac ed it as a first choic e*.
(1) To keep the Art Education up to d^te.
(2) To keep up to date thro conferences and art pub-
lications .
By those who placed it as a second choice !
(1) To keep up to date in new ideas.
(2) To keep herself up to date in methods and new
ideas
.
(3) To keep up to date and to "fit" in your school
system.
(4) Keeping in touch with progressive ideas (Conven-
tions, reading)
(5) Keep up with the times and see what is going on in
the educational system in other schools, art and otherwise.
By those who placed it as a third choice :
(1) To keep up tc date.
(2) To keep informed in regard to art development, to
ideals and methods of art teaching, and to materials for
reference and use.

1 1 . To give demonstration or model lessons.
By those who placed it as a firat choic e;
(1) Teaching model lessons.
(2) llodel lesson given on visit.
(5) The giving of practical demonstrations of work
with the class.
(4) Giving lessons to demonstrate good methods of pres-
entation of subject.
By the one who placed it as a third choice:
(1) To give model lessons.
12, To teach .
By those who placed it a s a fi rst choice*.
(1) To give the lessons whenever she can.
By those who -placed it as a second choice:
(1) To teach.
(2) To teach, not talk.
(5) To teach the pupils art.
(4) To teach well, a help and inspiration to teachers
and pupils.
(5) To teach pupils to appreciate the subject and gain
some accomplishment.

By the one who placed it as a third choice:
(1) For benefit of teachers and pupils, teach in class
room often.
13. To supervise .
By the one who placed it as a first choice *
(1) To supervise.
By those who placed it as a soco:-d choice!
(1) Good supervision - Outlines - Personal touch with
pupils.
(S) To organize and direct the teaching under your
supervision.
(3) Classroom visitation; conference or demonstration,
to give the special help that the class needs.
By the one who placed it as a third choice*.
(1) Supervising.
i
14. To demonstrate a Imowledsro of art.
Not used as a first choice.
By the one who placed it as a second choice .
(1) Ability to sketch freely and accurately.

3y those who placed it as a third choice *
(1) To practice the principles of art.
(2) To do, to draw, to inspire if possible.
(3) Draw, draw, and draw some more.
(4) A constant production of beautiful drawings to in-
spire teachers and pupils.
(5) Be ready to cut the pattern of a King's crown or
sketch a Santa on the board.
(6) Art ability (if possible) to give first aid on any
Art subject, craft etc., under the sun!
(7) To add some beauty to the world - fine work which he
has inspired his pupils to do or painting, sculpture or
crafts of his own.
(3) To present an attractive artistic appearance - to
be an example of refined taste in dress and grooming.
15. To cultivate a cheerful disposition.
By the one who placed it as a first choice '.
(1) Smile.
Not driven as a second choice.
By those who placed it as a third choice*.
(1) Cheerful attitude.
(2) Keeping a helpful, cheerful personality.
i*
16
.
To -promote the training of talented pu-oils.
Hot r-jyen as a first choice.
3y those who placed it as a second choice!
(1) To encourage those who seem especially gifted to
develop their talents.
(2) Finding the talented groups and advertising them
by exhibits before their parents and friends thereby giv-
ing the pupils a chance to advance in some field of art.
By the one who placed it as a third choice?
(1) To recognize and encourage children with special
ability in art.
17 . To give attention to self-improvement.
Not given as a first or second choice .
By those who placed it as a third choice :
(1) To study.
(2) Travel in Europe and become a good draftsman .
(3) Knowledge of values of life.
(4) To improve myself in art education and many other
subjects, so that I shall be of more interest and value
to the community.
(5) To be interested in at least one other phase of
work outside of school art. e.g. athletics , further art
work, writing, poetry, etc.

13
.
To supply reference material .
Not used, as a first or third choice .
By those who placed it as a second choice !
(1) To furnish abundant reference material.
(2) To supply reference material, personal clippings,
pictures, etc.
The remaining items, 19, 20, 21 and 22
were mentioned only once, and as third choices. They
were worded as follows:
19. In the community, to promote art as a social force.
20. Sympathetic understanding of teacher's position.
21. To manage the business of supplies.
22. Teach and practice economy.
f
ADDITIONAL COMMITS OR INFORMATION PERTAHSTIlfG TO THIS FI^LD
WILL J3jj VEtCf liQllLGOMES.
There were 65 people who did not cere to avail themselves
of this opportunity. Of the 22 who did answer,
3, gave items of local organization,
2, pointed out defects of local organization, and
I, asked a question pertaining to personal ad-
justment. Subtracting these 6 leaves but 16 who really cared
to add to the information sought.
The items listed, repeated in most instances, the same
ideas given by others under the three most important duties.
They added:
3 more mentions for item Ho. I listed under duties.
3 " "
J it il
J II II
J II II
2 "
I " '»
The balance mention different matters, a few of which
may give good points for further consideration.
A desire for mere scientific material is voiced by one
supervisor and is well worth noting. The statement is: "It
would be helpful to have standard outlines suggesting maximum
and minimum requirements, also tests so that supervisor might
No. 2
No. 5
" No. 10
No. 12
No. 14
No. 16
<
know whether her teaching has 'got across'
Two people are interested in traveling exhibits and their
suggestions and requests might well furnish ideas for service
by the Mass. Art Teachers' ^ssocie.tion j they point to a need
for both greater publicity for the materials now available and
for further expansion. The text of these requests is as follows
" Present examples of any other lines of work pertaining to
art from any other place. Any help in getting such material
would be appreciated. I have an exhibition corner in the high
school corridor where I hang all kinds of drawings and paint-
ings, - students' and professional products. My ambition is to
have the idea become a national traveling exhibition - owned by
the schools and exchanged from town to town."
" A specified time for exchange exhibits between cities,
an art speaker before Parent -Teachers Association, outside in-
terest in the subject of Art aids in its importance."
One person points out a fact which seems to be true in
other localities s,nd which seems to force itself as a conclu-
sion to tee drawn from the answers to other questions. Her
statement is: " is a small town, and the other
two schools mentioned are under the same school authorities.
So my work is really teaching art rather than supervising."
A small sidelight which might be of particular interest
to one thinking of entering the field is the statement:
!l Supervising is hard work health is mighty mecessary."
fc
IiiTiid*Piui,T~TION.
But little attention will be paid here to those sections
mentioned in the explanation as naving value only for the
work of the State Director.
Perhaps the most surprising thing about the returns is
the one which is recorded first in the tabulations -- the
small numoer of supervisors who answered the request for in-
formation. Since this went out as an official circular, it
was believed that the answers would be quite fully returned.
But, by the table on page 18 it will be noted that one less
than o0>s of those addressed
,
troubled to return the papers.
jbven granting popular disapproval of this way of collecting
data, it would seem that as this is the first inquiry of its
kind in the state, many more might have been willing to res-
pond, and to have contributed this, small amount of work
toward something which may lead very directly to a better
understanding of their problems and to worthwhile programs
for the state supervisors' conferences, or the meetings of
the Mass. Art Teachers' Association.
This very limited number of answers, of course lessens
the value of the study but may on the other hand, indicate
strongly that more grodp work is needed to acquaint a great-
er number with the ideas which are motivating so many ed-
ucators today and causing them to seek real information as
to the status ofl their particular schools or subjects. "In
i
order to organize an effective supervisory program, the
supervisor must first have as complete and accurate a pic-
ture of current practices as can be obtained." (I)
I . STAiT
.
I. The table of official titles ( p 19 ) reveals a wide
range of combinations; apparently there is no general agree-
ment in this matter.
The figures seem to favor a title containing the words
"supervisor" and "drawing" for the largest number of returns
is for the title "Supervisor of Drav/ing", which, if added to
No. 4 on the list, "Drawing Supervisor " gives a total of
33 places using these words.
The second place is taken by "Supervisor of xi.rt" or by
"Art Supervisor" -- they tie with 13 votes each, thus, with
a total of 2o very nearly equalling the number of titles
using the word drawing.
The other returns are very scattered and in some cases,
as in that reported as"Supervisor"
,
suggest that perhaps
exact terminology is not reported.
A few other facts may be noted: -
There are 12 places employing the word "Director" as a
part of the title. It might be expected that these would be
the largest cities but such is not the case in all of those
so reporting. Some large cities known to use this title a.re
among tnose not sending answers.
(I) Brueckner ,Leo J., Descriptions of Instructional Practices
in .ciarly Surveys of Schools .Second Yearbook National Confer-
ence of Supervirors and Directors of Instruct ion . 1929 . p 3.
i
There are five places retaining the word teacher in the
title, which is of interest in connection with other parts
of the questional re.
There are 37 places where the term "drawing" has been
supplanted "by the more general term "art 11 ,
2. These returns are of no importance, as mentioned
on page 12.
3. Since over one half of those making returns report
I p 21) that they do teach in the high school, it can "be
seen that a rather large percent of the time of the so-called
drawing supervisors, is spent in actual classroom work, in-
dependant of the time which they devote to teaching in those
schools where they are regarded as supervisors. As has been
noted., some places recognize this by retaining the word teach-
er in the title.
Considering this table in connection with that on page
24 which gives the number of those who teach on all their
grade visits, it would seem that the title of teacher would
be more appropriate in many places than that of supervisor,
is'urtner consideration v/ill be given to this topic when the
proportion of teaching visits is oeing considered, as well
as the frequency of visits.
II. VISITS.
I. The view that many art supervisors are more strict-
ly art teachers, which the previous tables have encouraged,
is again strengthened by that on page 23 where it may be
noted that by far the largest number visit each classroom

oftener than once in four weeks. Those replies listed under
the irregular combinations, included also a very large num-
ber of those whose visits were oftener than once in four
weeks. This means that the supervisor is in the room in
many places for practically one half of tne art lessons.
2. Combine this fact with the information gained from
the table on page 24, stating the number of times the sup-
ervisor teaches upon these visits, and it will be apparent
that in a. large proportion of the communities she is carry-
ing a major part of the actual classroom work. The amount
of real supervison which she is doing in addition to this,
if judged by the present classification of a supervisor's
duties, must necessarily be much restricted, for she can not
be observing or evaluating the teaching of otners while she
herself is doing such a large part of tne teaching.
"In a grea.b manj school systems there are specialists
wno travel from building to building ana ueacn." [1) The
facts brought out in tnese tables point to a simila.rily oe-
tween the travelling teacher ana those called supervisors in
the art field. In the past, before the grade teachers had
been trained to teach art, or in states where their tsain-
is still meager, this necessity can easily be understood,
but its continuance in Mass. might be subject for consider-
ation. "In many cases regular classroom teachers have learned
more about the so-called 'special suojects', and have as-
_
Barr,A. S. and burton,W. H. , The supervision of Instruc-
tion, page 65.
r»
sumed responsibility lor instruction in tnese subjects under
the guidance of the principal and special supervisor. LIu-
sic, art, penmanship, practical arts, and health have all
found their proper places in the regular schedule unaer the
direction of the classroom oeacner." (I)
A significant note attached by one supervisor (2) to
her questionaire , seems well worth quoting: "It has been
the custom of the supervisors at the beginning of tne school
year to arrange a definite schedule of visits to the class-
rooms. By this method, tney ooserved the work of tn<~ pupils
and teachers regularly. Often when special problems arose,
it was aiificult to re-adjuso ohe program in order to give
the necessary help. Because of these conditions and the fact
that the whole plan of supervision was not fulfilled by rou-
tine visitation, a policy of visitation-on-call was inaug-
urated in September. This system has proven moso satisfacto-
ry. Schedules are arranged a weeic in advance ana records
kept of all visits so that a fair proportion of time is al-
lotted to every teacher."
iiiXpei i^ients such as this are well worth watcning; com-
parison with the laborious process described by Nyquist (3)
suggests that the newer way of planning a scheu^xe ma^ also
enable the supervisor to employ her time more economically.
(1) Barr, A. 3. and Burton,W. H., The Supervision of Instruc-
tion. Page 65
(2) Miss Llabel French, Lynn.
(3) Nyquist, Frederick V., The Itinerary of the Special Sup-
ervisor, aid. Admin, and Supervision. J?eb. 1929. pp 139-145.
t
3. The reported uses of the visits ( other than teach-
ing ) seem to indicate ( p 25 ) that the attention is center-
ed on the product rather than on the act of teaching. Exam-
ination of the work done was mentioned 28 times. Add to
this^ those items which obviously entail the same sort of
thing, such as "criticise or comment ", 11 check up on what
teacher has done", "mark papers", "criticise home 7/ork" , and
"select work fior exhibition" and there results 56 instances
where inspection of work is the probable procedure.
That this inspection is probably helpful and instructive
is indicated by such items as are frequently reported such as
"give suggestions", "instruct teacher", "conference with teach-
er, etc.
The activity next in importance is that of giving direc-
tion for new work. To understand this procedure it must be
observed that, by reports on other parts of the questionnaire
,
the supervisors visit with great frequency, and that many of
them issue outlines of work monthly, semi-monthly, or at oth-
er varying but short intervals. This custom means two things:
a constantly changing outline is more apt to be a live one,
but on the other hand, it is a great time consumer if it re-
quires constant explanation, demonstration, and re-teaching
to the teachers. A teacher's effoits in such cases must of-
ten be placed very largely upon getting new subject matter
rather than upon improving the way in .vhich she is to pre-
sent lessonsto her class. The supervisor under these con-
ditions, would naturally be mostly concerned with seeing
<
that the teachers understand what is wanted; in some cases
this may well contain methods of presentation also, but not
to the degree which would be possible if some more stable
form of outline v/ere in use.
The mention of "observation" but four times is signif-
icant in indicating that the art teachers in this state, are
not, as a whole, spending much time seeing how the grade teach
ers do their work. Yet the list in its entirety indicates an
intent to be helpful, and it certainly indicates industry.
The supervision of art in Mass. seems to have 5. close
resemblance to the supervision of other subjects in other
places, for in a study of Oakland, Gal. schools {I) it is re-
ported that : "Eighty-two percent of the teachers prefer to
have her (the supervisor) teach. " The conclusion given in
this study is of interest. "In general, then, it may be said
that the supervisor's function as a teacher of teachers, i.e.
one who, on the basis of what she has learned of the teacher 1
work through observation, helps the teacher to:
1. Plan her work.
2. Put her plans into effect.
3. Evaluate her own work.
is not generally understood by the teacher. Otherwise, why
this insistance that the supervisor teach and this aread of
performing in the presence of the supervisor. L5y opinion is
that this is largely the supervisor's fault, and that it is
II) Lindquist, R. D., The ^valuation of Supervision, educa-
tional Administration and Supervision* April 1929. pp 301-310
c
for her to change her technique if a change in the teacher's
attitude is to result."
III. J£EET IlffGS
.
The returns upon the matter of meetings ( p 2V ) appear
to be very unfavorable to this method of improving
. teachers 1
work, but in reading such a tabulation certain facts should
be taken into consideration. Several supervisors in answer-
ing this question stated that the schools were too scattered
to have meetings possible, others that there were no means of
transportation. In still other cases it v/as noted that the
supervisor visited the buildings so frequently that addition-
al meetings were not considered necessary, indicating that in
many of the smaller communities meetings have probaoly less
significance than in the cities where this mode of intercourse
partly takes the place of the more intimate and personal re-
lations which are possible in the smaller systems.
The irregularity of meeting times as indicated in the
table following ( p 27 ) would seem to bear out this idea
that in the majority of places the meeting is still regard-
ed as of less importance than the visit; doubtless the per-
sonal conference is regarded as a substitute for the more
formal gathering, for in the answers to No. 5 (p 31 ) there
is indication of a considerable use of the conference. In
some cases mention was made of the fact that conferences
were used in place of meetings, ana such may be the case in
places where it v/as not mentioned.
1
Reports upon the use of the meeting time ( p 29 ) strength-
ens the impression gained from the previous tables, namely,
that most of the supervisor's attention is centered upon tell-
ing the teachers what to teach rather than how to teach. With
but few exceptions these items are all concerned with this.
To those not familiar with the s.rt field two reasons
for such need might well be pointed out. The matter of texts
is one wherein art differs greatly from the academic subjects;
art has very few and very inadequate texts which can be used
in public schools. This has been a great advantage in pre-
venting too great standardization, but is at times, a dis-
tinct disadvantage in that it prevents any generally access-
ible material as a basis for courses or discussions. Almost
as a part of this lack of texts, is the other difficulty of
the constantly changing and widely.' differing opinions on
what constitutes the essentials of art education. Under
these conditions each specialist tenas to become a lav/ unto
himself, set up individual standards, map out a new set of
problems, and then procede to teach those who have to carry
out his plans. A wide variety of work is thus obtained, and
with it much helpful growth and experiment, but the fact re-
mains, that , as these tabulations indicate, there is a very
considerable amount of time spent in doing this sort of thing.
It would be well for the art educators to consider the advis-
ability of continuing such practices. Would it be more help-
ful to have more uniform standards, outlines, terminology,
etc.? Some work has been done along these lines and there
t
are indications that many art teachers are in a receptive
frame of mind for further developments
.
One supervisor, under the heading of additional comments
states, "It would "be helpful to have standard outlines sug-
gesting maximum and minimum requirements, also tests so that a.
supervisor might know whether her teaching has "got across'
This supervisor's need has been recognized by others for
a few years ago a committee of ^Massachusetts teachers worked
out an outline of Minimum Essentials in Drawing for State
formal Schools. It was published by the Board of education
and has oeen used by many supervisors as a basis for outlines.
Her otner point regarding tests and measurements, is
also receiving attention by art educators. Wilson and Hoke
(I) devote a chapter to a description of the tests and scales
available at the time their book was published; others are
appearing from time to time but are too new to be evaluated
yet. If art teachers can use standardized tests and scales
to advantage in certain situations, they should be equipped
to do so, but the supervisor should guard against such making
and use as will tend to limit the subjects taught to the
things which can be tested. That this is a real danger is
evidenced Dy the influence of standardized tests in otner
subj ects
.
A quotation from the course in Art education for New
Orleans expresses well the attitude 01 many upon this sub-
(i)Wilson, Guy m. and Hoke, ivremer J., How to Heasure,
pp 206 - 224.
i
ject; "The need for testing the achievement of pupils to
determine how far standards have been reached in knowledge,
skills, appreciations, habits and attitudes, is stressed by
all educators. As all such schemes are in a decidedly ex-
perimental stage it will help the cause materially if teach-
ers and pupils will help to develop a means of testing some
pha.se of art for themselves."
One study along this line is available in the form of
a Master's thesis at the School of Education , Boston Univer-
sity, reporting the work of Mr. A. H. Doucette of the State
Teachers College, iiidinboro, Pennsylvania. :ie also present-
ed this to^ic of tests and measurements at the Eastern Arts
Association Convention in 1928; a rej^ort of the address may
be found in their volume of Proceedings for that year.
The interest of art teachers in scientific investigation
is e.lso illustrated by such an article as one which combines
a study of heredity in art* and testing (I), and by the atten
tion given to it in the iieport of the Committee on elementary
School Art, issued by the federated Council on Art -duca.tion.
Section "D" of this report is devoted to the topic "Scien-
tific Work Heeded by Art educators.
Another significant study is one on art talent tests
which is being conducted at the iviass. School of Art by Mr.
Theron Cain of the faculty, in an endeavor to devise examin-
ations which shall not be limited to those abilities ac-
(I J Guenther, Florence M.
,
Heredity in Art. School Aits Mag-
azine, June 1926. pp 603 - 609.

quired by training. The result of this work is not yet a-
vailable but will be very beneficial to art education of
the future, if it makes possible some form of prediction
in regard to fitness for art study.
'When the supervisor must spend most of the meeting
time for explanation of new work it naturally controls the
activities of the teachers for that time ; in such a case they
might easily become mere listeners. The list ( p 30 ) of the
part teachers take in the meetings, may lead at first read-
ing, to the opinion that such is true in the case of these
meetings, but when the purpose of the meetings as conducted
in this field, and as indicated by the preceding table, name-
ly, to present subject matter for which there is very little
text material, it is quite possible that such a list as this
one is rather misleading. The item "discussion" heads it;
evidently that denotes at least some measure of tea.cher par-
ticipation. The next two items, "asking questions" and "try-
ing out new lessons" would also indicate the probable ex-
change of ideas, even although they may not be adequately
recognized by those making these reports. The phraseology
of the answers would indicate that the majority of the art
supervisors are not yet materially concerned with the matter
of having teachers take an active part in meetings, wheth-
er this indicates that the type of supervision is dogmatic,
or whether, through the nature of the work, it is brought
about by the need of having the teachers become more thor-
oughly familiar with the content of the work they are co
ri
teach, would "be impossible to judge from a stuay such as tnis
It may be that these supervisors are laboring to uo what i-il-
patrick describes when he says : "It at once follows that,
for the school system to do its adequate work it is necessary
that teachers not only know the management side of instruc-
tion but also that they know, understand and love what they
expect their pupils to learn. We need experts of all sorts
in this field of education; but unless our expert knov/ledge
and thought can get itself effectually incarnate in our teach
ers, the expert labors for the most part in vain. The teach-
ers must get it first if the pupils are to profit by it." (I)
Further study of the matter of meetings would furnish
interesting material for some investigator. A study similar
to that conducted by Lindquist would be valuable. In regard
to meetings, he reports: "Sixty-five percent of the teachers
favor a conference led by the supervisor or a talk by the
supervisor followed by a period for asking questions. Only
fourteen percent want such a talk without a discussion period
However, approximately twenty percent favor demonstration
meetings." (2)
(1) Kilpatrick, William H., Democracy In Supervison, First
Yearbook National Conference on educational i.ethod, 1928,
page 26&
(2) Lindquist, H. D. , educational Administration and
Supervision, "The evaluation of Supervision". April 1929
pp 301 - 310.
c
IV. COUBSES OS1 STUDY.
Such a large number reply ( p 32 j that the teacners are
supplied with an outline, that it. seems sai'e to consider this
as an almost uniform custom in Massachusetts. The frequency
with which changes are made, coupled with the reported recen-
cy of issue would point to a probable elasticity of subject
matter and a desire for constant improvement.
Too few responded with outlines (24) to give any ade-
quate idea of their kind but it should be mentioned that in
many cases they are issued in a very temporary form. Instead
of the printed booklet which the city system expects, and
which of necessity can be issued but yearly or even at inter-
vals of several years, these, coming as they do from smaller
school systems, are less formal, usually mimeographed or hek-
tographed, sometimes even written or hand lettered by carbon
impressions. In such a form they are easily revised, and
can be given out in small sections, which accounts for the
fact that so many report that outlines are changed yearly or
that some changes are made every year.
If a state department file is started from this collec-
tion of outlines it will doubtless prove one of the most il-
luminating exhibits that a group of art teachers could as-
semble. They range from exquisitely lettered pages to pages
which it hardljf seems possible are issued by teachers who
have charge of teacning art. ..here a supervisor must write,
letter, and illustrate the outlines he issues he should at
(
least "be equipped to do a creditable piece of work.
The supervisors' answers to the question of the teach-
ers' work in connection with the outline would seem to in-
dicate that the tea.chers in most places had no share in the
selection of lesson material. However, of the 4b who ans-
wer "no" ( p 34; there are 10 who aad some modifying
thought v/hich indicates that although they desire to say
that the teachers are not askea to help, they are forceu to
admit that in some respects their suggestions are used. To
find that they are consulted in even some aegree is favor-
able, but that the supervisors give credit for it only as an
afterthought, is not so encouraging.
Foremost in the idea,ls of present day conceptions of
supervision are two factors whichn are being stressed in all
branches of education -- scientific methoas, a.nd democratic
procedure. (I) But in spite of the many who hold these
ideals, their attainment seems a.s yet infrequent. (2) The
extent to which either should be carried is also a. matter
upon which there is no general agreement and, in the case
of the a,rt supervisor, one which may be influenced greatly
by the degree in which his position includes executive
functions. "To be truly scientific is to be regretful
every time it is necessary to take executive action and to
be truly democratic is to learn from everybody but most of
all from those you supervise or ' teach '." (2)
(1) Brueckner, j_.eo J. , Preface, Pirst Yearbook of the i\ation-
al Conference on educational Method, 1928. p IV.
(2) Courtis, S. A., Ideals in Supervision, Journal of edu-
cational iuethod, May' £3 . pp 344 - 349.
<
TEal Tiixuii^ MOST IliPOETAM DUTIES OP AM AKT SUPERVISOR.
It is very evic.enL from a stuay oi the table on page 5o
that the art supervisors of Mass, have not yet formulated
any set of procedures in regard to their caoies. Stuay of
the exact wording ( pages 58 - 57 ) will furtner reveal that
even where similiar sentiments are expressed they appear zo
be more the result oi independent opinion than of any deci-
sion common to the group. Such returns woulci seem to give:
(a) a fair idea of present opinion, (b) an indication of the
attitude of the majority to the most commonly advanced theo-
ries of supervision, and (c) suggestions for desirable top-
ics for further consideration by associations, periodicals,
or the State Department of education.
Although the opinions exx^ressed are quite varied, tab-
ulation Uo. I ( p 36 ) shows that only three items received
a total number of votes exceeding 25; the same three lead
also in the number of votes in the matter of citation as a
first choice, ^arty-two people, or over 66/? of those reply-
ing, give the first item, --"To create or further develop,
interest in beauty, art, or art education," as one of their
choices, making this appear to be a generally accepted ser-
vice which these supervisors expect to render.
Items Ho. 2 and No. 3 of the first tabulation reverse
the order of their positions on the weighted table (p 37)

but this still leaves the same three duties at the head of
the list. It will be noted that "To help and instruct the
teachers 11 anfl "To outline or plan the art work" have been
reported as important, not only in this section of the in-
quiry, but in those parts pertaining to meetings, visits,
and courses of study.
Comparison of the first six items of the weighted list
with a similiar list reported by Mea.d (I) is of interest.
In his study six theses were presented to groups of teachers
in educational courses for their votes, and the results gave
the following rank:
1. To improve instruction
2. To inspire and lead
3. To strengthen the teaching staff
4. To improve curricula
5. To evaluate text material
6. To administer mental and educational tests.
In these answers the emphasis was pla.ced differently by
teachers, by supervisors, and by principals. It is signif-
icant that, "Teachers , as a, group, regard the ability to
teach and to inspire, guide and improve instruction on the
part of teacners in service as a cardinal duty of a good
supervisor ( or principal acting as supervisor )."
Such studies, although in the field of general super-
(Ij Mead, Gyrus D., The Supervisor's Job. Journal of edu-
cations,! Method, .uarch 1925. pp 270 - 272.
i
vision, are helpful to those interested in the special fields,
and indicative of tne type of investigations which aie fur-
thering the technique of supervision.
The fact that uead's list was made up from pre-arranged
topics while that in this study gives the free expression of
a group, makes comparison possible only to a limited extent;
the vote on Meade's list is that from a varied group of
school people, while that of the present study is from a lim-
ited group of special suoject supervisors. The list used in
Meade's article is closely relatea to those oeing usea in
texts ana in courses upon supervision; such a classification
is the one usea by iiarr and Burton (I).
"The following outline summarizes the chief aivisions
oi the field." ( Main headings only
.
)
ii
1. The direct improvement of classroom teaching
ii
2. The general improvement of teachers in sexvice.
ii
3. The selection and organization of the materials of in-
struction.
4. Research and the experimental study of the problems of
teaching.
ii
5. The evaluation of the effectiveness of teaching.
ii
6. The development and maintenance of morale, or esprit
de co rp s
.
ii
7. The performance of Professional and Semi -administrative
duties .
"
(I) 3arr, A. 3. and 3urton, William H. , The Supervision of
Instruction, pp 17 - 20.
ri
In quits direct contrast to both of these lists is the
presentation offered by Kirby (I) for he states that : "The
supervisor's first duty is loyalty to the superintendent and
others in authority, for she serves as their official repre-
sentative and as a harmonious connecting link "between them
and the teaching body. ' In second place he puts ;,The super-
visor should be in full charge of the subject, plans and man-
agement. Having surveyed the field, she should organize her
schedule with the most thoughtful consideration for its eco-
nomical and effective operation. "
Following these two very general statements he gives a
more specific and somewhat detailed list:
"Other duties and responsibilities.
1. Preparation of courses of study for various grades.
2. Preparation of annual report, presumably at the re-
quest of the superintendent of schools.
3. Preparation and conduct of teachers' meetings.
4. Classroom visits and demonstration lessons
5. Arrangement for office consultation.
6. Assistance in the selection and distribution of sup-
plies.
7. Assistance in the selection of equipment for the art
room.
8. Active interest in the beautifying of school rooms,
buildings and grounds.
9. Preparation and display of art work exhibits. "
(I) Kirby, G. Valentine, The Business of Teaching and Sup-
ervising the Arts . pp 8 - 9
.
I
10. "responsibility for impressing the community and all
concerned that art is essential with other subjects and an
equally important factor in our social and industrial life. 11
It is quite reasonable to suppose that this particular
book, which seems to be the only one yet published on this
subject especially for art teacners, might be familiar to
many of those answering the questionnaire for this inquiry;
comparison shows that the item which Kir by places last on
his list is very similiar to the one given first place by the
Mas#. art supervisors.
Courtis in his 'treatment of the appraisal of supervision
(i) gives still another classification not evaluated by
votes, but as a basis for study. While the purpose of the
list is quite different, it is very suggestive for those
who desire to promote further thought in this line. He says
in part:
" The first problem in any program of appraisal is that
defining precisely what is meant by supervision. Our puo-
lic schools have grown by a process of extension and accre-
tion which has oeen most haphazard ana aisoraerly. as a rule
functions have been delegated to personalities rather than
organized on any intelligent basis. I^or instance, the terms
supervision and supervisor have almost as many varieties of
meanings as there are situations in which supervision occurs.
"In a general way , there are five types of activities
(I) Courtis, 3. A., Problems in the Appraisal of Supervision.
Educational Administration and Supervision, April 1929 ,pp269-78
t
involved in supervision. These are always present to some
degree in every school system, irrespective of the agent who
perforins them or the divisions to which they are assigned.
The activities are;
1. "Research; or proceduies which result in the creation
of new methods of teaching, new devices, new means etc.
2. Teacher direction; :r the collection, publication,
transmission of new materials and oders to teachers, inspec-
tion to see that orders are executed, and appraisal of the
results obtained , etc.
3. Teacher assistance; or rendering assistance on call,
providing models and demonstrations, making aiognoses of
special conditions, taking remedial measures, etc.
4. Teacher-training ; or instructing teachers in form-
al classes unaer conaitions involving study, growth in know-
ledge ana skill, etc.
5. Public relations; or supplying information to the
public find to the system as a whole about what is being done,
attempting to consciously educate others as to actions, im-
provements, progress, etc., resulting from supervision."
These comparisons seem to show that although there are
some differences of opinion and many differences of expression
the art supervisors of Massachusetts have many ideals in com-
mon with those Y/ho are giving particular attention to the
matter of supervision in the general field of education.
1
SJiiilviAxlY.
A study of the supervision of instruction led to a spe-
cific interest in the question of the bearing of the present
trends in education upon the supervision of art education.
.Books and periodicals offered so little information that it
was decided that first-hand facts would need to be sought by
means of a questionaire , to discover if a special study of
supervision is needed in this field,
fortunately, the inquiry appealed so strongly to Mr.
Royal B« farnum, that he desired to use its results in con-
nection with his work as Director of Art Education for the
State of Massachusetts . It thus became, in addition to a
research problem, an official inquiry, which, it is hoped,
may make it of benefit to all art teachers by being a start-
ing point for more extended investigations.
The inquiry sought to obtain a statement of supervisory
practices in vogue with the art educators of the state, and
was sent to all people known to be engaged in this line of
work in Massachusetts. This meant that 176 quest ionaires were
sent out to supervisors in charge of 25b cities and towns.
But, even the fact that the information sought v/as asked
for by the state director, failed to assure good returns, for
only 87 of the 176 came back.
The questionaires and the resulting data obtained from
them will be filed in the office of the State Director of
Art Education.

I. STAFF.
The questions pertaining to the staff brought out the
facts that:
1. The most common titles for art workers in i^assachu-
setts are: Supervisor of .Drawing or Drawing Supervisor, and
Supervisor of Art or Art Supervisor.
2. Approximately one fourth of the supervisors have
charge of art work in more than one town.
3. Over one half of the supervisors also serve as art
teachers in the hi^h schools.
These facts, while of interest in certain phases of the
work, are of no particular significance in this study.
II. VISITS.
The questions pertaining to the visits brought out the
facts that:
1. Over three fourths of the supervisors visit each
classroom oftener than once a month.
2. It is the custom of practically all of the supervis-
ors to teach every class every time they visit.
3. Besides teaching, two activities occupy an import-
ant place in the supervisor's visits. They are: inspection
and criticism of the work previously done by the pupils, and
instuction of the teachers for the following lessons.
The frequency of the visits, together with the practice
of teaching the- class upon practically all visits, appears to
make the so called Art Supervisors more nearly art teachers.

The prominence given to criticism of pupils' work and to
teacher-instruction precludes the presence of much observation
of the grade teacher^ work; this fact stands out as a distin-
guishing difference between supervision in this group and sup-
ervision as it is being advocated by many educational leaders.
III. MflinT IiJ <io .
The questions pertaining to meetings brought out the facts
that
:
1. Less than one half of the supervisors of art in Mass.
hold teachers' meetings, and of these but very few seem to hold
them with any frequency or regularity.
2. The grouping of grades for these meetings varies so
widely that it offers nothing upon which to base conclusions.
3. The use of the meeting time, however, appears to be
very uniformly devoted to those topics which pertain to teach-
ing the subject matter to the teachers.
4. The type of meetings held do not appear to encourage
teacher participation beyond a, slight degree.
5. Individual conferences are employed by more supervis-
ors than are meetings; conferences are reported by approximate-
ly three fourths of those replying.
The reason for the lack of meetings must be sought in
other parts of the questional re and seems to be made up of
several conditions surrounding the work such as the scattered
location of the schools supervised, the great frequency of
the supervisor's visits and the la.rge amount of the actual
\
teaching done by the supervisors. The need for meetings seems
to be greatly lessened under these conditions.
1 \f . COURSjJjSd O-1 ' STUDY.
The questions pertaining to courses of study brought out
the facts that:
1. Only three supervisors say that outlines are not sup-
plied to the grade teachers. This seems to indicate very com-
plete agreement on this duty of the supervisor.
2. High school outlines, however, are less generally is-
sued, for less than one half report their existence.
3. The grade outlines are, in most cases, issued in a
very informal way arid subject to constant revision. While
this may assure growth, it very largely explains the neea of
devoting so much meeting time and classroom time to the ex-
planation of ohe course of stuuy.
4. Teacher participation in the formation oi the course
of stuay has not yet reached any considerable importance, for
over one half answer that they do not ask the teachers to do
any work in connection with the courses, iiven allowing for
modifying explanations sometimes added to these answers, it
appears that l.iassachusetts supervisors are not yet making
use of the full co-operation of their teachers.
5. Comparatively few outlines or bulletins are available
to outsiders for only one fourth of those replying sent any
samples of the publications issued for their teachers.
4I
THjj; Tillage MOST liViPUxVl'Aia1 x»UTli!,o Ux*' «ii /^x uu^n/l^u.
Replies to this question resulted in answers which are
classified under twenty-two different headings. Of these, but
three received votes enough to give them any great signifi-
cance; they are :
1. To create or further develop, interest in beauty,
art, or art education.
2. To help ana instruct the teachers.
5. To outline or plan the art work.
Again in this list, as in the reports of the use of the
classroom visits, it will be noted that no importance is given
to the activity regarded as the most vital concern of super-
visors by the leaders in other fields, namely, the improvement
of the teaching process. The emphasis here appears to be en-
tirely upon subject matter content , rather than upon its method
of presentation.
The reasons for such a condition can be understood only
through a consideration of the nature of the work being under-
taken by these supervisors. Art education has a very limited
number of texts, very little uniformity in the division of or
presentation of subject matter, and is influenced by a wide di-
versity of opinion; the effort to present the work in hignly
individual ways and in new forms tends to keep the content
constantly changing and in a temporary form. The temporary
form in turn, necessitates the use of much time and effort on

the part of the supervisors to keep the teacher3 informed up-
on the subject matter they are to teach, and accounts for the
emphasis given to the instruction of teachers in subject mat-
ter and to outlines of work.
Comparison with similiar lists from other educational
fields,however , shows that these stressed points have much in
common with the important items of other lists and probably in
dicate less difference in ideals than in terminology
ADDITIONAL COMBEHTS OK INFORMAT IOU PiSKTAIUING TO THIS FIELD
WILL HE! VERY 50SLCQMB.
Few cared to add any information to that already asked
for, so that this section yielded very little of value. In
general it re-emphasized the facts already brought out.
The value of such a study would lie principally in its
service to state officials, art educators, teachers' organi-
zations or publishers who wish to know the conditions of art
education in the state of Massachusetts; knowing some of
these facts might help materially in deciding upon programs,
courses, publications, and the formation of committees.
This small beginning may suggest more comprehensive stud
ies for the benefit of art education.
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